
VICTORIA gives the eTouring series a new face 

 

With a small but fine series VICTORIA integrates models with SHIMANO Steps drives 
for two years in the program. For the new season, these now receive a fundamental 
revision. 

 

Unlike the eTrekking or eManufaktur series, the eTouring series does not rely on the 
mid-mounted motors from BOSCH but specifically on SHIMANO Steps. Although all 
three model series are in the field of trekking pedelecs in the lower to upper mid-
range, the six eTouring bikes can be distinguished from the other two series in this 
way. This makes them a real alternative. 

New are the four models of the 12 and 11 series, equipped with SHIMANO InTube 
batteries. The energy sources are integrated into the frames (diamond, trapezoid, 
wave) with a particularly slim down tube. The frames therefore appear less bulky 
compared to the two first-mentioned BOSCH series – also another distinguishing 
feature of the eTouring series. 

Top model with derailleur shifting is the eTouring 12.9, which is equipped with the 
high-torque SHIMANO Steps E-7000 mid-motor and the large InTube 630 Wh, shifted 
by the new Linkglide-Technology in the guise of 11-speed Shimano XT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

eTouring 12.9 

SHIMANO E-7000 / InTube 630 Wh / E-6100 Bluetooth Display / 1x11 XT Linkglide 



 

 

eTouring 11.9 

SHIMANO E-7000 / InTube 630 Wh / E-6100 Bluetooth Display / Nexus 5 Di2 / Gates CDX 

 

But also the two IGH models of the eTouring 11 series have it in them. They differ on 
the basis of the drive: the eTouring 11.9 is equipped with the E-6100 / InTube 630 Wh, 
a higher quality than the eTouring 11.7 with E-6100 / InTube 504 Wh. Both offer the 
Nexus 5 hub, which thanks to the "Di2" can be shifted fully automatically. This makes 
these two VICTORIA models the only ones in the entire portfolio to offer this comfort 
package - in the case of the top model eTouring 11.9 even with Gates CDX belt drive. 


